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Le Centre interfacultaire en droits de !'enfant (CIDE) de l'Université de 
Genève, situé à Sion dans Ie canton du Valais (Suisse) est une entité 
académique fondée sur la notion d'inter- et transdisciplinarité qui propose 
des formations avancées spécialisées et regroupe des chercheurs 
universitaires examinant l'émergence de l'enfant comme sujet de droits et 
les adaptations sociales et légales qui en découlent. Pour des 
renseignements sur Ie Master interdisciplinaire en droits de l'enfant 
(MIDE) et les autres formations dispensées, consulter www.unige.ch/cide. 

L'lnstitut international des droits de l'enfant (IDE), fondé en 1995, est 
une fondation de droit privé suisse avec statu! consultatif auprès 
d'ECOSOC, à portée internationale. Ses objectifs sont une sensibilisation 
aux droits de l'enfant, une formation des personnes chargées d'appliquer 
ces droits et l'instauration d'une culture ou d'un esprit« droits de l'enfant ». 
Son activité s'appuie sur la Convention des Nations Unies relative aux 
droits de l'enfant (1989). Son site Internet, www.childsrights.org, est une 
source reconnue d'informations pertinentes relatives à l'enfance. 
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Is religion a friend or Joe of children's rights? 

Philip E. VEERMAN 

Past President of Defense for Chi Id ren International, The Hague, The Netherlands 

Abstract 

International children's rights norms have, since the Dec/aration of Geneva was 
adopted by the League of Nations in 1924, become more all embracing and wide
ranging as can be seen in the text of the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(CRC), which includes (in article 14) freedom of thought, conscience and religion. In 
the thirty years that passed since the adoption of the CRC, a lot of progress on the 
implementation of the CRC has been achieved. However, on many children's rights 
issues where progress is impossible to reach, the root causes of this stagnation can 
be found in religious beliefs and traditional values. For implementation of the CRC, 
State parties to this Convention are held responsible, while in fact sometimes it is 
religious leaders who are responsible tor the stagnation. lt would however be a pity if 
dialogue with religious leaders be avoided as such dialogue, also on a local level, 
seems the only way forward. A proposal is presented by the author to have a yearly 
meeting in Geneva of the CRC Committee, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Freedom 
of Religion and Belief, representatives of NGO's on freedom of religion and beliefs and 
NGO's on children's rights, in order to discuss certain children's rights which are hard 
to implement because of traditions and religious beliefs and how progress can still be 
achieved. The relevance of article 5 (right to identity) and 27 (which includes the words 
'spiritual development' of the child) is discussed. 

lntroduction: the Cold War roots of art 14 of the CRC 

In my book The Rights of the Chifd and the Changing Image of Chifdhood1 1 

have pointed out that in the Open-Ended Working Group, which helped to draft the 
CRC, "East-West ideo/ogical differences were obvious ( ... ). Po/and focused, for 
instance, on material rights (such as the right of the chifd to the highest attainab/e 
standard of health) ( .. .) the U.S. focused on non-material rights (such as freedom of 
thought, conscience and religion)". In 1982 the United States had carne up in the 
Working Group2 with an amendment to the original article VII (a proposed joint article 
on bath education and the best interests of the child) to include freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion. This idea was discussed for the first time in 1983 in the 
Working Group, where the representative of the United States carne with a revised 
amendment3• 

On 23rd August 1989, Hungary opened its borders to Austria. East Germans 
were suddenly allowed to freely visit Hungary. On 9 November 1989 the Berlin Wall 
feil. Eleven days later the U.N. General Assembly adopted the CRC. In the light of 

Veennan, Philip, E., The Rights oftho Child and /he Chang/ng Image of Chifdhood, Dordrecht, Boston and Londen: 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1992, 182. 
The Legfs/alive Histary oftho Unitod Nations Conven/ion on the Rights oftho Child, Vof. /., Gen eva and Stockholm, Office 
of the High Commlssioner of Human Rights and Save the Chlldren Sweden: 2007, p.453. 
Amendement by the United S!ales to the origina! article 7 bis: E/1982112 Add,12. part C para 118 (page 72•73), revised in 
1983: E/CN.4/1983/62, para 57. Strangely Sylvia Langlaude ln her book Tho Right of the Child to Religious Froedom in 
fntemationaf Law (Dordrecht, Boston, Londen, Martinus Nljhoff: 2007, p.102) wrote, ':A Canadian proposal introduced the 
issue". 
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these political changes, il was easier lor 'Western' countries to gel proposals accepted 
by 'Eastern' like the inclusion in the CRC of freedom thought and religious beliefs. My 
hypothesis is that when article 14 was proposed, the American drafters were so taken 
to score points against the Communists that they did not realise how much the text 
they proposed would give an opening tor autonomy of rights of children. 

The U.S. 'Religieus Right' opposition to the CRC 

The Cold War times in which the United States and faith based organisations 
and NGO's4 played such an active role in the drafting the CRC and its article 14 seems 
long ago. Il is remarkable that the present opposition to the CRC comes especially 
from certain American religieus circles. 

This has contributed to the situation that naw all U.N. member States have 
ratified the CRC, except the United States. According to John Witte and Don Browning 
the opposition to the CRC "comes from the so-cal/ed Religious Right in America -
particu/arly pofiticaf/y conservative Christians, mostfy Evange/ica/s, but a/so some 
Catho/ics and Orthodox·•. Staf/ members of The Family Research Council and the 
Heritage Foundation are, according to Browning and Witte, aften spokespersons lor 
the "Religious Right" and have lobbied successfully against ratification of the CRC by 
the United States. Those strongly opposed to the CRC in the Unites States express 
the opinion that "the Convention undermines national and parental sovereignty"6• In 
the American magazine The Atlantic Travis Weber (the director of the Center lor 
Religious Liberty at the Family Research Council) explains that his organisation 
opposes ratification of the CRC "out of concern it might force U.S. lawmakers to 
recognize rights of same-sex parents, provide teens access to reproductive-health 
services, and override parental desire to use corpora! punishment". Much of these 
sorts of expressions of opposition to the CRC trom Christian-Right circles are 
sometimes deliberate misinterpretations of the CRC. Anyway, what this points out to 
us clearly is that !here are tensions between children's rights and some religious 
beliefs. 

Religieus beliefs are often the reason lor stagnation of implementation of the 
CRC 

Children's rights and religious beliefs is also a sensitive subject and - maybe lor 
this reason - il has been neglected. In the past children's rights and religion have been 
discussed only a few times at a level of special Conferences. The first Conference to 
ever feature a dialogue on rights of the child and religion in the context of bath the 1981 
U.N. Decfaration on Elimination of Alf Farms of fntoferance and of Discrimination Based 
on Religion and Belief7 and the CRC was the International Conference 'Entering the 

During the drafting process of the CRC many religieus N.G.O.'s and representatives from religlous communities also made 
contribuUons. Listed are for instance the International Calho!ic Child Bureau, Baha'i International Community, Friends World 
Committee for Consultation, the lnternatlonal Council of Jewish Wamen, Caritas lnternationalis, International Council on 
Jewîsh Soc!al and Welfare Organisations, World Council of lndigenous Peoples, World Federalion of Methodist Wamen, 
World Jewish Congress and the Worlds Union of Catholic Women's OrganlsaUons. See: De trick, Sharon, The Uni/ad 
Nalions Convonlion on the Rfghts of the Child: A Guide to the Travaux Prëpara/oiros, Dordrecht, Boston, Martinus Nijhoff, 
1992. 
In addilion l like to pay tribute to the Be!glan Canon Joseph Meerman (1920-2012), who headed the lnlemationa/ Year of 
the Chi/d {1979), He helped wilh the IYC•aclivities to gel attention to the CRC·idea. 
John Witte, Jr and Don S. Browning, 'Chrisllanity's Mixed Contribullons to Chlldren's R!ghts: Traditional Teachlngs, Modern 
Doubts", Emory LawJoumal, 2012, (61(991)) 992-1014. 

G Amy Rothschlld, "ls America Holding Out on Protecling Children's Rights?", in: ThoAtlanlic, May 2 2017. 
hUpf/www.theal!anlic.com/educationfarchivef2017/05/lholding•out--on•children's•rights/524652/. 
U.N. Dec/ara/ion on /ho Eliminafion of All Forms of fntoleronce and of Discrimlna//on Based on Ro/ig/on and Belief, Genera! 
Assembly, 25 November 1981, A/SESf36/55. 
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new Millennium: Children's Rights and Religions at a Crossroad, held 21-24 November 
1999 in Nazareth and organised by Defence tor Children lnternational-lsrael8, of which 
1 was the Executive Director at the time. lt was an achievement that Prof. Abdelfattah 
Amor, a Tunisian law professor, then the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Freedom of 
Religîons or Beliefs, carne to address the Conference in lsrael. The second 
Conference was held in 16-18 May 2000 in Tokyo where the Arigatou Foundation (a 
charitable foundation started by the Myochikai, a Japanese new Buddhist religion) 
brought together an amazing group of almost 300 participants trom 33 countries. In 
Tokyo, children's rights professionals and I had the pleasure to meet different religious 
leaders as Buddhists, Christians, Hindus, Jews, Muslims, Shintoists, Zoroastrians and 
members of indigenous and other religious traditions. There a G/oba/ Network on 
Religions for Children (GNCR) was introduced. 

Children's rights and religion have, however, in the last 30 years never been 
discussed in Geneva, the heart of the children's rights institutions, in a special 
Conference form, tor instance as a Day of General Discussion which the CRC 
Committee organises every year. The organisers of the Conference 'Children's Rights 
and Religious Beliefs: Autonomy, Education, Tradition', held in Geneva on 2-3 May 
2019, which also lead to this book, dared to take on this complex subject. And il is high 
time, because many children's rights issues where progress is impossible to reach 
often lead to the conclusion that religious beliefs and traditional values in a State party 
are the reason tor stagnation of implementation of the CRC. Il is like we are driving in 
a modern car and suddenly the road ends, we are forced to park our car and continue 
on an old trail on toot into the mountains. Often the obstacles are traditions and 
religious beliefs, although sometimes they are described not in terms of religion but as 
cultural practices9. 

An example of a clash with tradilion/religious beliefs: caste-discrimination 

Heiner Bielefeldt wrote that "Whereas in medieval feudal societies people 
occupied different ranks of dignity which themse/ves were connected to different legal 
positions, the modern idea of human rights demands that everyone be treated with 
equa/ respect and be entitfed to equa/ right. •00 Bielefeldt relates, interestingly, to 
original opposition of the Catholic Church to human rights "a/so motivated by a 
resistance to modern demands of religious /iberty in genera!". And he also reminds us 
of the resistance of Saudi Arabia to the Universa! Declaration of Human Rights 
because of the same issue of religious liberty11 • But Bielefeldt did not relate to the 
system of different ranks of dignity, which survived to this day and has an enormous 
influence on children in many parts of the world, namely caste-discrimination. Caste
discrimination is an issue closely linked with religious beliefs and it is associated with 
the South Asian region. Rita lzsák-Ndiaye, who served trom 2011-2017 as U.N. 
Special Rapporteur on Minority Issues, described, 12 "in that region its existence is 
linked to the religious/y sanctioned social structure of Hinduism, which identified four 
original and endogamous groups, or castes, cal/ed Varna's. "The former U.N. Special 
Rapporteur on Minority Issues pointed out that "the term caste has broadened in 

Veerman, Philip and Sand, Caroline, Religion and Children's Righls, International Joumal ofChildren's Righls, 1999, (7 (4)), 
385-393. 
Freeman, Michael, A Commontary on the Uniled Nafions Convention on the Righls of the Child, Art iele 3 The Bast lnterests 
oftha Child, Leiden, Boston, Martinus Nijhoff, 2007, 35. 

io Bie/efeldt, Heiner, "Universa/ Human Rights and Re/igious Tradil/ons~ in: Peter G. Kurchschläger and Thomas Kirchs/üger, 
editors, Mensenrechte und Religionen, Bern, Stiimpfli Verlag, 2009, 255-260. 

t1 Bie/efeldt, Op. Git, p. 256. 
12 United Nations Special Rapporteur on minority Issues, Rita lzsäk. 2016. Report of the Specie/ Rapporteur on minon·ty 

issues, Human Rights Council, Thlrty-first session, Agenda item 3, 28 January 2016: A/HRC/31/56, para 24. 
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meaning, transcending religious affiliation." Many children in Mauritania lor instance 
also suffer trom caste-discriminalion and therefore the term descent based 
discrimination is maybe more appropriate, but my comments in this framework focus 
on children in Hindu countries like India and Nepal. There Dalit (untouchable) children 
have to sit in the back of the class, they can not drink where other children can, are 
forbidden to enter public places like Temples, Dalit children can't touch food of others, 
it is expected they will only do certain Jobs later and nobody trom a higher caste will 
marry them. In Nepal alone, there are already five million Dalits. The roots of the South 
Asian caste-discrimination can be found in Hinduism. This is a clear example where 
the children's rights norms and values clash with tradition, which is 3500 years old. 
The problem, which the U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Child faces, is illustrated 
with the example I just mentioned. The CRC Committee enters a construclive dialogue 
with the State party and formulates Concluding Observations, the 'shopping list' lor the 
next 4 years lor the State party, but this is not directed to the religieus authorilies, 
because it is the State party. which ratified the CRC. In a way, it is therefore not fair to 
crilicize States parties lor something that others than the organs of the State have 
control over. lt is though not a black and white picture. Laws are aften just 'window 
dressing' and the State party is not active enough in fighling the violalions of children's 
rights. In the menlioned case of Dalit (untouchable) children in Nepal, the lack of action 
by the State party unfortunately is not a strong issue in the CRC Committee's 
Concluding Observalions 13 of 2016. In my opinion, the CRC Committee Iets this State 
party get away with it in these Concluding Observations. However, we should 
dislinguish the above problems trom where a State party takes a lead in violalions of 
children's rights based on religious beliefs. A recent example is a law of 3 April 2019 
of Brunei Darussalam staling ''These who persuade, teil or encourage Muslim children 
under the age of 18 to accept the teachings of religions ether than Islam are liable to a 
fine or jai1"14• Here it is the Sultan and his government taking the lead, not the religious 
authorilies. However, this situation is also more complex. The BBC reported15: "the 
influence of the lslamic bureaucracy cannot be overstated. lts leaders have long told 
the monarch and the public that Brunei must completely enforce God's law, as they 
interpret it." 

Reservations to the CRC based on religieus be liefs 

Article 14 of the CRC has been one of the most controversial articles and many 
States (lor instance Bangladesh, Djibouti, lndonesia, Iran, Jordan, the Maldives, 
Morocco, Pakistan and the Holy See) upon ratification made declarations or 
reservations16• William Schabas17 raised the question "ifthe fundamentaf purpose of 
the Chifdren's Convention is to set out and protect the most basic rights of chifdren, 
then how can reservation to any of these rights be accepted'? 

Schabas go! very irritated by the reservation to the CRC by Pakistan staling that 
the "Convent/on shaff be interpreted in the light of the principfes of /s/amic /aws and 
values." Schabas is in my opinion right that this "reservation coutd conceivably affect 
the application of every provision of the Convention". ( ... ) Schabas: "The phrase 

13 CRC Committee, Concluding Obso1Vations on the third and fourth periodic report by the State Parly: Nepal, 8 July 2016, 
CRC/CNPUC0/3.S. 

14 BBC, 6 May 2019: htlps:/fwww.bbc.com/news/world•asia-48171165. 
15 Head, Jonathan, Inside the silent nation of Brunei, BBC, 10 May 2019. 
16 U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Chi Id, Re serval/ons, Declarnlions and Objeclions Relating to the Con ven/ion on the 

Righ/s of the Child, Noto by the Secrotary-General, July 1994, CRC/C/2/Rev.3. 
' 7 Schabas, William, A., "Reservatlons to the Convention on the Rights of the Chitd", Human Rights Quartarly, 1996, (18(2)), 

472--491. 
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'/s/amic /aws and value' is so vu/nerab/e to different interpretations that il is simply 
impossib/e to establish the obligations assumed by Pakistan under the Convent/on". 
Schabas points out that Djibouti's reservation to the CRC is similarly far-reaching and 
even more vague than the reservation by Pakistan. Referring to another State-party to 
the CRC, namely Iran, Schabas points out: "lran's reservation 18 is so far reaching that 
il constitutes a total absence of ratification. Il is hardly necessary to even consider 
whether the reservation is compatible with the object and purpose of the Convention." 
Schabas asked "What possible protection can the Convention provide to children in 
Iran if it is hierarchically inferior to internal /egislation'? 

Many declarations or reservations to the CRC are not of such a genera! nature, 
but still relate to article 14 expressing concerns from an lslamic perspective (for 
instance by Algeria, Bangladesh, lndonesia, Morocco and the Syrian Arab Republic). 

Religieus tolerance and protecting minorities 

The issue of children's rights and religion is closely connected with the right of 
parents to give their children a religious education fitting with their large group identity. 
In January Human Rights Watch demanded that the Chinese authorities in Qinghai 
province should "immediately lift /heir ban on Tibetan children attending classes in /ocal 
monasteries. ( ... ) lnformal classes taught by monks during school holidays have 
become popular in Tibetan areas, particularly to teach the Tibetan /anguage, which is 
used progressive/y /ess in government-run schools'"'· 

Seventy-four years after World War Il ended anti-Semitism in Europe is again 
on the rise. The British newspaper the Guardian20 recently concluded that in Europe 
"hate speech, harassrnent and an increasing fear of being recognised as Jewish were 
becoming the new normal". Education for tolerance is a key issue here as the 
European Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) acknowledged: "Education is essential 
to prevent intolerant attitudes. Through education that fosters socialisation, tolerance, 
universa/ values and encourages critica/ thinking, children and young people can bring 
change to /heir families and communities and ultimately to the broader society"21. 

The importance of the right to identity (article 8) 

The issue of autonomy is, as we have seen, a key-issue in article 14. While 
introduced by the United States, American Christian-Right groups especially 
expressed objections of the CRC to allowing children toa much autonomy. Many 
reservations of lslamic States relating to article 14 object also to the autonomy of 
children in this matter. How did the CRC Committee operate in this minefield? Barbara 
Bennett Woodhouse22

: 'Yhe Committee on the Rights of the Child has interpreted 
artic/e 14 ra/her aggressive/y as calling for examina/ion of poten/ia/ conflicts between 
existing /aws and children's religious autonomy. In the Committee's view, bath the 
paren/ and the State must respect the decisions of the child and should limit /heir 

18 The Government of Iran wrese,ves the right not to app/y any provisions or Artic/es of/he Convention /hal are incompa/ible 
with /slamic /aws and the in/erna/ fegis/alion in effect. w 

ia Human Rights Watch, China: Tibetan Childran Banned (rom Classes; Authorilies Dec/aro lnformal Sessions in Monestarias 
'Dangerous', New York, January 30, 2019. 

20 Henley, Jon, Anti-Semilism rising sharply across Europe, latest figures show; France reports 74% rise in offences againsl 
Jews and Germany records 60% surge In violent attacks, The Guardian, 15 February 2019. 

21 European Un!on A9ency for Fundamenlal Rights (FRA), Anli-Somitism - Review of Data Availab/e in the European Union 
2007-2017, Luxembourg: PublicaUon Office of the European Union, 2018, 86. 

22 Bennett Woodhouse, Barbara, Religion and Children's Rights, in: Witte, John, jr. and Green, M. Christian, Chapter 16: 
Re!igion and Human Rights, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2012, 299-315. 
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guidance and instruction to that which is necessary to support the child in his or her 
re/igious and mora/ devefopment. Parents are entit/ed to provide direction, but not to 
coerce children into a certain belief system ifit goes against the 'eva/ving capacities of 
the child'. The Committee's approach has drawn criticism for overemphasizing 
autonomy without due respect for the chi/d refationships to family and community". Of 
course the best interests of the child (article 3) and the evolving capacities of the child 
(article 5) have to give guidance to how much autonomy the child can be granted here. 
Psychologists have studied stages of development and this can provide guidance. 
Bennett Woodhouse illustrates how the capacities of the child evolve with quoting the 
famous psychologist Jean Piaget, who worked at the University of Geneva and studied 
the cognitive development of children. 1 like to add that the emotionaf development is 
also of great importance and it was the psychoanalyst Erik Erikson23 who was in this 
field the pioneer. This brings me to the importance of identity. In the framework of 
children's rights and religion or belief the importance of article 8 ("States Parties 
undertake to respect the right of the child to preserve his or her identity, including 
nationafity, name and famify relations as recognized by /aw without unfawful 
interference') is often overlooked. 

Erikson explained for instance that during each stage the person experiences a 
crisis. An adolescent's task is for instance to develop identity and if he or she does not 
succeed this will lead to role-confusion. Although seeds for being autonomous are 
being sawn at the age of a toddler, the more a child is stimulated by his or her parents 
to function independently, the better autonomous functioning he or she might have. 
The school, the media, the peer group and a religious community to which he or she 
belongs all contribute to the forming of identity. 

There are indeed cases where adolescents decide to change their religion. But 
1 believe we should not forget the changes of identity while staying within the religion. 
Adolescents from ultra-religious families decide to become secular24 and there is also 
the opposite movement: children from secular families becoming (ultra-)orthodox25• 

This decision about the change of identity can have grave consequences (parents who 
do not want to see their child anymore for instance). Ultra-orthodox who come from a 
closed and very traditional society find it often hard to make the transition to the secular 
world, because they did not learn basic skills to cope in this society. lt is like moving 
on a continuum to the other end. We have to compare these cases to other changes 
of identity for instance the sexual identity (adolescents who decide they are gay or 
lesbian or want a sex change), which can also have enormous consequences. 

There is a link between changing somebody's identity within the religion and 
radicalisation. Nathaniel Howell observed, "The more c/osed and iso/ated the group, 
the greater the impu/se to deve/op in radica/ directions'~6• 

Article 8 (preservation of identity) has often been understood as the right to have 
its biological family roots preserved. However, the right to belong to a religious group, 
cultural or ethnic group is often overlooked. In World War Il thousands Dutch-Jewish 
parents were killed in concentration camps by the Germans. Some of the children 
survived in hiding in non-Jewish foster families. The Jewish community demanded 

23 Erikson, Erik H., Chi/dhood and Society, New York, london: W.W. Norton and Comp., 1950. Erikson, Erik H., /dentity, Youth 
and Crisis, New York, Londen: W. W. Norton and Camp., 1968. 

24 Levi, Sarah, Between Worlds: Farmer Ultra-Orthodox Jews Speak out, The Jerusa/em Post, 13 January 2018. 
25 Zamir, Sarah, The phenomenon of becomlng religieus among secular pup lis of high schools in lsrae~ Journal Educational 

Scionces, ((43) 4), 2017, 430-441. 
26 Howell, Nathanlel, lslam!c Revivalism: A Cult Phenomenon?, Mind and Human lntaraction, (5 (3)), 1994, August 97-103. 
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alter the war that these children would go back to a Jewish family member (a 
grandparent or an aunt lor instance) who did survive. Not easy to establish what would 
be the best interests of the child here, since many children formed attachments with 
the laster parents. In many cases it was recognized that these children should have a 
Jewish upbringing and they were returned to the Jewish community. Several of these 
children had been converted to Christianity, which the Jewish community saw as 
another dehumanîzation27• 

The study of large-group identity is also important and explains much of the 
phenomenon of radicalisation. Vamik Volkan, a American psychoanalyst, who studies 
the phenomenon of large group identity: "/here are fundamentalist groups within 
practicaf/y every faith tradition - Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Sikhism, 
Buddhism, and Confucianism included. These movements share certain /rails, despite 
/heir differences in terms of doctrine, size, sociaf composition, scope and inffuence. 
Same religieus fundamentafists form 'cufls'. (. .. ) Others are more widespread in a 
society. (. .. ) Significantfy, though, extremism in fundamentalist religieus groups is 
c/ose/y linked with large group regression·••. 

Is article 27 also important for children's rights and religion? 

Several times naw I heard from colleagues werking in the field of children's rights 
and religion that paragraph 1 of article 27 of the CRC is of importance, because 
spiritual development of the child is mentioned there: "Sta/es Parties recognize the 
right of every chifd to a standard of living adequate for the chi/d's physicaf, men/af, 
spiritual, mora/ and sociaf deve/opment". lndeed the words spiritual development do 
appear here, but the emphasis of this paragraph is on the right to have an adequate 
standard of living. The spiritual development comes in here not through the front door, 
but !rom the back door. To speak about the right toa spiritual development looks in the 
first instance a bit far-fetched. However, it is a long shot, but the original Polish draft29 

!rom 1978 (and more specifically CRC's original article Il, out of which article 27 was 
developed) can help to promote the point that there is a right to spiritual development 
of the child. In the rewrite of this draft article of the CRC, the UN Commission of Human 
Rights put the focus on the right of every child to an adequate standard of living 30. lt 
was the observer of the Holy See who proposed in the Werking Group to put back in 
the words spiritual development31 . lnteresting is that an earlier the plea of the Food 
and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) argued to include the words emotionaf 
deve/opmen/32 and this did not make it into the text of the CRC33• Although the right to 
an adequate standard of living became the center of this article, it is important to 
recognize that it is not only connected with the right to food, housing, but many aspects 
that are essential lor the child's development were recognised. A Cypriot colleague34 

claims that in order lor a full development to be achieved, the spiritual development 

27 Verhey, Elma, Om hal Joodse Kind, Amsterdam, Nijgh & Van Ditmar, 1991. 
26 Volkan, Vamik, Observations on Religieus Fundamenla!ism and the Taleban, Mind and Human lnteraclion, (12 (3)) 2001, 

156-160. 
w « The child sha/1 enjoy special protection and sho/1 be given opportunilies and facililies, by law and by other means, to enable 

him to de volop physically, montally, morolly, spiritually and soc/al/y in a heolthy and normal mannar and in condîtions of 
froedom and dignily, In /ho enac/ment of /aws lor this purposa, the best lnterests of the child sha/1 be the paramount 
consideralion~, See: E/CN.4/1292, p. 14. 

30 See UN Document E/CN.4/1394. 
31 E/CN.4/1985/64 para 41-55. 
:12 E/CN.4/1325. 
ll For more on the history of !hls art iele see: Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Lagalislic Hislory of the 

Convonlion on /ho Rights of/ho Child, Volume Il, Geneva and new York, 2007, 618·631. 
:i-i Louca, Eleonora Papa!eoniou, Spiritual Deve1opmenl of Children and Adolescents, Weber Psychiatry and Psychology, 

(2)2)), 2006, 556-558. 
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must be included. And il is just what article 27 makes us realize we should not forget35. 

In article 27 we can see also the roots of international children's rights, because we 
can recognize in article 27 the original Principle I of the Declaration of Geneva adopted 
by the League of Nations in 1924: "The child must be given the means requisite for its 
normal deve/opment, bath material/y and spiritual/y". 

Can religieus leaders play a role in advancing children's rights? 

Psychologist Gary Melton: "when the topic of religion enters discourse on 
children's rights, all toa aften it is to /amen/ the influence of certain religions on the 
status and we/1-being of children'06. Not many writers on the issue go so far as an 
Indian secular humanistic researcher trom India, lnnaiah Narisetti37 who writes " ... the 
time has come to debate the participation of children in religious institutions". He is 
very negative about the influence of religion on child development and is of the opinion 
that "religion contributes to child abuse globally". He has collected examples of how 
children are abused in the name of different religions. Gary Melton38, an American 
psychologist and jurist, who is also an expert on child abuse, carne to a different 
conclusion, namely !hal "people of faith are natura/ child advocates". Melton39: 

"Although such organizations have approached children's issues timidly and 
defensively, it s time to recognize that churches and other religious institutions are wel/ 
suited by doctrine, mission, structure and resources to be at the forefront of the quest 
for recognition and fulfilment of children's rights". Once you look through the glasses 
Narisetti puts on, no constructive role for religieus institutions can be seen. On the 
contrary he sees an attempt trom religieus institutions to gel a grip on the life of children 
in order to control it. He pleads to keep children away trom religion. Bul that is a highly 
unrealistic demand and I pre/er the realistic point of view of Melton who wants to build 
streng communities to support young parents (who are often isolated) and religieus 
institutions are well placed to play a role in this support. 

Thai does not mean that we should close our eyes to the risks of involving ethers 
in the life of our children. 

1 believe the implementation of the CRC will gel stuck if we do not involve 
religieus institutions. Here are some examples illustrating it is important to explore this 
more: 

Carola Eyber40 at all carried out a study in the flood-affected areas in Malawi 
where faith leaders were participating in the global Christian relief, advocacy 
and development organisation World Vision workshops on child protection. 
As a "result many faith leaders - and their wives - became active in 
addressing child protection issues as a result of the programme". One of the 
key implications of this study is: "faith leaders are not a homogenous group 

35 See also: Thompson, Ross A. & Randall, Brandy, A standard of living adequate for children's spiritual development In: 
Andrews, Arlene Bowers & Kaufman, Nata!ie Hevener (Editors}, /mplemen/ing the U.N. Convenlion on the Rights of the 
Child, Santa Barnbara, CA, ABC-CLIO/Praeger, 1999. 

JG Melton, Gary, B., "To Such as These, the Kingdom of Heaven Belongs": Religieus Failhs a Foundation for Children's Rlghts, 
in, Garbarlno, J. and Sigman, G., Chi/dra n's Rights to o Hea//hy Environment, New York: Springer, 2010, 3-30. 

31 Narisetti, lnnaiah, Forced lnto Faith; How Rellglon Abuses Chlldren's Rights, Amherst, N.Y., Prometheus Books, 2009. 
36 Melton, Op Cit, page 13. 
39 Idem, page 25. 
• 0 Eyber, Carola, Kachale, Blessings, Shields, Tracy and Agar, Alasta!r, The role and experience of local failh leaders in 

promoting child protection: a casestudy from Malawi, lnterven//on, Journal of Mental haallh and Psychosocia/ Support in 
ConflictAffoclod Areas, (16 {1)), March, 2018. 
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and strategies to engage with them need to reflect their wide/y varying status, 
resources and capacities". 
The NGO Girls Not Brides has !ried to involve religious leaders to stop child 
marriages. A researcher of Girls Not Brides, Julie Rialet: Child marriage 
doesn't carne down to religion, but religion is important to millions of people. 
Almost 80% of the world population professes a religious belief. So what if 
we started seeing religious leaders as an asset to address child marriage, not 
an obstacle"41 • The results are still very modest and we can learn from Girls 
Not Brides how to identify the right local religious leaders and how to involve 
them. 
In 2014 Child Abuse and Neg/eet, the International Journal, put together (with 
Gary Melton as one of the editors in chief) a special issue on the role of 
religion, which I highly recommend to read. In the opening article Marcia 
Bunge, introducing the six special articles, writes: "Even though re/igion can 
play and has p/ayed a negative ro/e in the lives of many children, re/igions 
have a/so been a powerfut and positive force in nurturing and protecting 
children. Religious individuats and communities have established schools, 
hospitals, and social service agencies. (. . .) Furthermore, many children who 
are raised in a religious tradition and invotved in religious communities find 
meaning and purpose and are supported by many caring adults. ( ... ) Within 
many faith communities, children are also taught va/ues of service and 
compassion, and they are given opportunities to serve others and to 
contribute to the common good'"'· 

Although religious texts are open to interpretations, we will be confronted with 
limits of what we can achieve. And there will be disagreements with some religious 
leaders. Thirty years alter the CRC was implemented we are only at the beginning with 
mapping these disagreements and a real dialogue has not been started. Katherine 
Marshall: "Making child rights into something that helps the children who need them 
most means hard, col/aborative work by orten unlike/y partners. The faith-linked (. .. ) 
are among the partners we need most to overcome the hesitations that stand be/ween 
our idea/s and the future reality of a world where children are bath cherished and 
protected, challenged and cared for'"'· 

"Hurricane-force winds of the spirit" 

At the time when the CRC as adopted in many places in the world religious 
norms had clashed with new secular norms, but many believed that religion would be 
in decline everywhere. The famous sociologist Peter L. Berger had to admit that he 
had predicted a further secularisation-process, but the opposite was happening. 
Berger'4: " •• • the assumption that we live in a secularized world is fa/se. The world 

41 Ria!et, Julie, Can Religieus Leaders Be Our Best Allies To End Chlld Marriage?, 21 July 2017, on the website: 
https:/lwww.girlsnotbrides.org 

42 Bunge, Marcia J., The Positive Role of Religîon and Religieus Communit!es in Child Protection, Chi/d Abuse and Neg/eet, 
the lntemationul Journal, (38 (4)) 2014, 562. 

43 Marshalt, Katherina, The Conflicted Rele of Religion in the 'R!ghts' or Children, b!og al the website of the Berkley Centra for 
Religion, Peace and World Affairs of Georgetown Universily: https://berkleycenler.georgetown.edu/posts/the-connicted-role
of-religion-in-the-righls-of-children, June 30, 2011. 

44 Berger, Peter L, The De-secularizallon of the World: A G!obal Oveiview, In: Berger, Peter L., editor, Washington □. C. and 
Grand Raplds, Michigan: The Do-socularizalion of the World, Ros urgent Relîglon and World Polities, Ethics and Public 
Policy Center, and William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999, MS. 
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today, with some exceptions ( .. .) is as furiously re/igious as it ever was, and in some 
places even more than ever. This means that a whole body of literature by historians 
and socio/ogists, /oose/y /abelled 'secularization theory', is essential/y mis/aken''. 

Not only is the importance of religion growing since the CRC has been adopted, 
we are also confronted with fundamentalism. Howell 45 quotes !rom an interview with 
Martin Marty, a historian who said about fundamentalism: "We have hurricane-force 
winds of the spirit, b/owing in unpredictable places. No one ever foresaw this a few 
years ago". These new winds were, in my opinion, not so strong during the drafting
process of the CRC (1978-1989) in what way children and adolescents could be 
"autonomous bearers of this right"46• As the Council of Europe 47 has observed: "The 
phenomenon of "home-grown" radica/isation has seen a significant increase in recent 
years. Young people, inc/uding many minors, sensitive to ideo/ogica/ discourse and 
the apparent 'sense of social purpose' offered to /hem by radica/ organisations, are 
drawn into extremist movements involved in violent conflict(. .. )". These problems were 
not on the mind of the drafters of article 14 between 1978 and 1989. States parties are 
more than in the past confronted with dilemma's how to handle radical influences 
inspired by religion on children. 

Children's rights as Trojan harses in order to change religions? 

John Witte and Christian Green48 argued that human rights should have a more 
prominent place within religions. Witte and Green: "our argument(. .. ) is not an attempt 
to import libertarian idea/s into /heir theo/ogies and polities. Il is not an attempt to herd 
Trojan harses into churches, synagogues, mosques, and temp/es to assai/ secref/y 
/heir spirit and structure. Our argument is, rather, /haf religious bod/es must again 
assume /heir traditional patronage and protection of human rights, bringing to /hls 
regime thelr full doctrina/ vigour, liturgica/ healing (. .. )". What did not help was that we 
in human rights circles often behave as il our Conventions are sacred texts. Eglantyne 
Jebb49, founder of Save the Children International Union, who drafted the Dec/ara/ion 
of Geneva went !rom London to Geneva to draft the Declaration of Geneva on top of 
the Mount Salève and carne down !rom the Mountaintop with the draft of the first 
International Declaration of Children's Rights. The comparison with Moses coming 
down frorn Mount Sinai where he was given the Ten Commandments comes to mind. 
Such hubris dopes not help. We as children's rights professionals should not come to 
the table with religious organisations as il we come to convert them to our 'children's 
rights faith'. Such an approach will not work, we have to be pragmatic but also respect 
each other's opinions. 

Conclusions and a proposal 

Article 14 of the CRC is one of the rnost complicated articles of the CRC. From 
the beginning till the end it has been one of the most controversial articles of the CRC. 

45 Howell, W. Nathaniel, lslamic Revivalisrn: A Cult Phenomenon?, Mind and Human lnteraction, (5 (3)) 1994, August, 99. 
46 Brems, Eva, A Commenta,y on the Uniled Nations Convenlion on the Rights of the Child: Arlic/e 14, The Right to Freedom 

of Thought, Conscience and Relig/'on, Leiden, Boston: Martinus Nijhoff, 2006. 
See a!so the newcommentary: Langlaude, Sylvie, Tobin, Done and Tobin, John, Chapter 14: Artîcle 14: The Right to 
Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Re\lgion, In: Tobin, John, editor, The UN Convent/on on the Rights of the Child, A 
Commentary, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2019. 

41 Par!iamentary Assembly of the Council of Europa, Preven/fng the rad(calisation of children and young people by f,ghting tho 
root causes, Resolution 2103 (2016). 

40 Witte, John and Green, M. Christian, lntroduc\ion, in: Witte,. John and Green, M. Christian, editors, Re/igion end Human 
Rights, Oxford, Oxford Unlversily Press, 2012, 19. 

• 9 Veerman, Philip, Tho R/ghts of the Child and the Changing Imago of Ch11dhood, Dordrecht, Boston, Londen, Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1992, 155. 
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Even in 1989, just before the process of drafting carne to an end, the Jordanian 
Ambassador declared his reservations to this article50 • The article is strongly linked 
with the articles 3 (best interests of the child), 5 (parental guidance and the child's 
evolving capacities), 8 (preservation of identity), 12 (the child's opinion) and probably 
also the first paragraph of art 27 (spiritual development). There are numerous 
examples where religieus leaders have abused children. Religion can be friend or foe 
of children's rights. When religieus leaders (as in the case of abuse) are foes of 
children's rights, there should be no hesitation lor crimina! prosecution. Where this has 
not been done but should have, historie child abuse investigations should be started 
and Truce and Reconciliation Committees established. The CRC Committee has to 
deal all the time with different situations. They have avoided to deal with religieus 
leaders. 

Since we need cooperation trom the religious community in order to make 
progress with implementation of children's rights, 1 propose to have a yearly meeting 
of the CRC Committee, the U.N. Human Rights Committee (overseeing the 
implementation of the ICCPR), the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion 
and Belief and NGO's such as World Conference of Religions for Peace (WCRP). 
Representatives trom religieus communities need also to be part of the yearly meeting. 

The Special Rapporteur on Freedom of religion and belief, Dr. Ahmed Shaheed, 
told me this idea is timely, since in March 2017 the Office of the High Commissioner 
lor Human Rights launched the Faith For Rights framework and at the launch (in March 
2017 in Beirut) the Beirut Oec/aration on Faith for Rights and Eighteen Commitments 
of Faith For Rights was adopted51 • Religieus leaders are considered to be very 
important human rights actors and it was recognized that they have influence on their 
communities. My proposal in the field of children's rights fits in the larger human rights 
picture and recent efforts of finding a common base of faith leaders and human rights 
werkers. 

1;0 Veennan, Ph!lip, The Rights of/he Child end the Changing Image of Childhood, Dordrecht, Boston, Londen, Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1992, 194. 

51 https:/fwww.ohchr.org/EN/lssues/FreedomReligion/Pages/FaithForRlghts.aspx 
Of the Eighteen Commitments part of Commitmenl V seems important in the framework of this Chapter ("We p/edge to 
ensure jus/ice and aqua/ worth of eve,yone as wel/ es to afflrm the n'ght of all women, girls and boys not to be subjected to 
any form of discrimination and vio!ence, lncluding harmfu/ praclices such as fema/e gonila/ mulî/alion, child and/or forced 
morrîages and crimes committed in the name of so.cal/ed honour"). 
Also Commitmenl XIII seems important ("We plodge to bui/don experiences and /essons /eamed in engaging with children 
and youth, who are eithervictims of or vulnerab/e to incilement to vlo/ence In the name of religion, in order to design 
methodo/ogles and adap/ed too/s and narrotives to enab/e re/ig/ous communil/es to deal wilh /hls phenomenon effeclively, 
wllh parlicu/ar allen/ion to the important role of parenls and families in detecling and addressing early signs of vulnerability 
of children and youth to vîolence in the name of religfon"). 
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